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KOCCA HEADQUARTERS

-  Animation Industry Team 
Dawoon Jeong / Project Manager / friendly0209@kocca.kr

Introducing Korea Creative Content Agency, KOCCA.
As the umbrella government agency for Korea content industry promotion, Korea Creative 
Content. 

Agency supports the production of content by genre in the area of broadcasting, games, 
music, fashion, animation, characters, cartoons, immersive content. KOCCA engages in 
planning, creative production, distribution, overseas expansion, fostering companies, talent 
training, research and development of culture technology, financial support and policy 
research for these content.

With the power of content and culture,  
KOCCA will lead the innovative growth of Korea.
The content industry extends beyond the realm of culture and is attracting attention as a 
promising future industry, driving innovative growth in the national economy. 

For the sustainable advancement of Korean content, KOCCA promotes creative companies 
by providing supports and policies to lead the future content market.

With the potential of Korean content industries, KOCCA contributes to the new Korean Wave.
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5Bricks is a talented original IP creator and animation production company based in Korea. 
We pursue producing content with creativity and diversity from the warm stories to the 
visual interesting. 
With the collaboration of various global partners, 5Bricks has launched its first commercial 
animated series, a slapstick-adventure comedy show ‘Tata & Kuma' season1 worldwide 
through various content platforms in 2022. Its season 2 is under production, targeted to 
launch in the late 2023.
Following the successful launch of 'Tata & Kuma', 5Bricks is focusing on the pre-production 
of a few animated projects such as 'Hana & Molly', a preschool show and 'CV Brothers',  
a adventure show. 

Seeking : Investors, Co-Production, Distribution Companies, Platforms

5Bricks
Website. www.5bricksstudio.com

Add. #501, 60, Songam-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, 61740, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)62 674 3904 / Fax. +82 (0)507 561 3904 / E-mail. 5bricksstudio@gmail.com 

CV Brothers
Production Year  2024 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Comedy Adventure

'CV Brothers' is a buddy comedy adventure show, which is based on the 12 Asian Zodiac story. 
Caro, the heroic troublemaker and Vidal, who loves a life in order, are front characters. They believe 
they are the coolest in the animal universe. In the meantime, they don't understand why they don't 
belong to 12 Zodiacs. Everyday the cat and bear challenge to the 12 animals or look for funny 
solutions to get into the next 12 Zodiacs who are the representatives and celebrities in the city.
We have unique 12 Zodiacs in the show such as, the snake sibling, BemBem, the famous 
youtubers & influencers, ToTo, the charming rabbit rockstar, YangYang, the narcissist as well as 
beauty professional and so on. The dynamic, various storytellings by re-interpreting a classic 12 
zodiac storis and adding current trendy elements are under development now.Project Showreel
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Hana & Molly
Production Year  2024 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  40 × 7

Genre  Adventure / Pre-school

The adventure of colorful emotions of 4 year old Hana and her magic sock friend Molly begins! 
Hana & Molly is to inspire little kids to understand their own and others' emotions through playful 
adventures that help them laugh and learn. Every episode of Hana & Molly showcases different 
types of emotions that help preschoolers get to know themselves better through heart-warming 
stories with the group of friends, fun and adventure.
Hana & Molly would be the Iconic friends of the preschoolers and their parents. They want to be 
real friends who share, empathize, and understand & talk together about what they feel and how to 
react on what they feel who always stay around in kids' real lives. With this emotion / experience-
sharing, Hana & Molly wants to be heart-warming friends of the kids who really exists around their 
everyday lives.
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ACOMMZ is an entertainment and licensing company based in South Korea thriving for 
innovative ideas formed by key members of successful animation PUCCA. We bring our 
work with passion and enthusiasm to people in need of our service. We love to inspire and 
share creative ideas with the world to outperform in the industry. Followed by the success 
of PUCCA, we share our inspiration by presenting Polar Rescue Team, Dow-Dow and 
Maca & Roni. 

Seeking : Co-Production, Broadcaster, Service Provider

ACOMMZ Co., Ltd.
Website. www.commz.co.kr

Add. #1010, 49 Achasan-ro 17-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (04799)

Tel. +82 (0)10 6559 1902 / E-mail. jmko@commz.co.kr 

Polar Rescue Team
Production Year  2023 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Action Adventure

The story takes place in massive natural environment of North Pole. In this vast land of forests and 
ice, various animals are living together. When in danger, the rescue team is assembled. Who will 
they rescue in this episode?

Project Showreel
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Dow-Dow
Production Year  2023 / In Production

Eps × Min  40 × 1

Genre  Romance and Slapstick
Maca & Roni Season1 and 2

Production Year  2022 / Complete

Eps × Min  102 × 4

Genre  Comedy

Uncompleted doughnut Dow-Dow that wanted to be sold as rice doughnuts, but could not be sold 
because it was undercooked. However, Dow-Dow never hurts his pride and he always smiles and 
lives proudly. No one can stop Dow-Dow.
Although you are not perfect, always enjoy your life! You are wonderful and precious!

In the laboratory of Dr. Albert a genius inventor, there are tons of crazy inventions awaiting to be 
used. And his two clumsy assistants, Maca and Roni, sneak into Albert's machines to fulfill their 
curiosity.
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Aurora World, an emerging leader in the content industry, has been at the top of the global 
plush toys market with its outstanding design capabilities and network. Based on its world-
leading character toy knowledge accumulated for over 40 years, Aurora World is transforming 
into a global content group, with beloved characters both classic and modern.
With robust character toy sales operations and content distribution network in the US, UK, 
Hong Kong and China, Aurora World strives to give the Gift of Smiles to the fans of all age 
group. Aurora World is proud to present the latest portfolio from our Content Lab, which 
includes the new series starring the globally-beloved character YooHoo, as well as innovative 
and diverse content in all formats and genres.
We invite you to wander and wonder in Aurora World, where fantasy meets reality.

Seeking : Co-production, Publisher etc.

Aurora World Corporation
Website. http://eng.auroraworld.com/

Add. 624, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea, Aurora Bldg.

Tel. +82 (0)2 3420 4108 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3420 4004 / E-mail. albert.lee@auroraworld.com 

YooHoo : New Season
Production Year  2023 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  39 × 7

Genre  Environmental Protection, Fantasy Adventure

Welcome to YooHootopia- a hidden paradise for extinct and endangered animals of Earth.
One day, the Tree of Life in the center of the paradise starts withering. Milky Whale and Pika, 
the guardians of the Tree, look for the bravest animals of YooHootopia, to shower them with Star 
Powder. YooHoo and his friends open their eyes from their deep slumber with the power of Star 
Powder. Milky Whale flies through the veils of aurora, and travels to Earth. YooHoo realizes Earth 
looks different from the last time he was here. Hot and spicy air, melting glacier, mountains of 
trash...
No time to waste! The friends get to work by cleaning up the trash. Milky Whale shakes the horn 
with joy, and its powder helps the soil grow flowers where there used to be trash.
Let's help Earth heal with YooHoo!

Project Showreel
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0XOne 
(O by One)

Production Year  2023 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  100 × 5

Genre  K-pop, Virtual Idol, Entertainment
Sparkle Tales

Production Year  2023 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Adventure, Fantasy

“Hi! We are 0XONE (O by One)!”
A rookie K-POP producer who is preparing to launch a K-POP idol group in Korea, receives a very 
peculiar order from the record label - to bring trainees from Virtual Korea - a parallel universe where 
performance tech is highly advanced! In Virtual Korea, he manages to find and sign five (virtual) 
boys after many ups and downs... But, it takes A LOT of dedication to become an actual K-POP 
star! Especially more so for “virtual” boys.
So, these five digital boys who never experienced the real world, and their rookie manager make 
a courageous decision. They will communicate with REAL-LIFE fans via live broadcasts, crossing 
the border that separates the two worlds. Because while their identities may comprise of zeroes 
and ones, their hopes and dreams are more real than you can ever imagine.

“Sparkle, glitter, gleam and glow! It’s Sparkle Keeper time, let’s go!”

A big-hearted girl named Tori uses her Sparkle Magic to protect and care for mischievous magical 
animals called Star Babies. But it’s not easy! These adorable creatures can create ice bubbles, 
sneeze fire, and toot stink clouds! Every Star Baby is a magical wildcard! Through these extreme 
adventures in babysitting, Tori discovers how mutual respect and empathy are key to caring for 
these precious Star Babies.
Tori and her friends will inspire young viewers to care for those who can’t care for themselves, 
always with some laughs and a few mistakes along the way!
It’s time to wrangle in the sparkle mischief!
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Campfire Anyworks (CFA) is a company that creates a cultural 3D animation production 
which developing content to enjoy with whole family members. CFA open the studio in 2017, 
since we opened studio, CFA is focusing on global market. Therefore, our main 2 projects 
are done in English, Chiness and Korean. Most of our members are fully experienced with 
production and they are the members of Olive Studio, which has created <Cocomong>. 
The main producer who produced <Cocomong>, <Pororo>, and <Tayo> have come joined 
together at CFA for global success. CFA is not only planning and producing content, but 
also creating content IP that has both artistic value and business feasibility to target the 
global market. 

Seeking : Investor, Co-production, Global Distributor.

Campfire Aniworks Co., Ltd.
Website. www.campfireani.com

Add. #304, 60, Jejung-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6013 5677 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6081 5677 / E-mail. campfire4524@hanmail.net  

The Bigfoots

Production Year   Season 1 status: Completed 

Season 2 status: In Production

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Family - Sitcom

The Bigfoot Family, the last dinosaur family of this era, lives on a chaotic island floating alone in 
the far sea. There are seven dinosaurs in the family, Papatuk, the cowardly father, Mammamia, the 
genius inventor mother, Popooh, the energetic troublemaker brother, Pippoo, the strongest baby 
girl, Granny, the forgetful grandmother, Oldfoot, the great storyteller grandfather, and UncleRock, 
the music buff. The magical volcano in the island leads them to various places. It can be the ants’ 
village or the alligator island. No matter how hard the adventure is, with the house which can be 
transformed into any kind of vehicle, nothing can stop this family. Even if they find themselves 
in a giant whale’s stomach, the family figures out how to go back to their cozy island. Join the 
mysterious and comical adventure of the dinosaur family!Project Showreel
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Hello Mr. Sunglass
Production Year  2022 / In Development

Eps × Min  52 × 5

Genre  Edutainment, Game, Music
Rainbow Bubblegem

Production Year  2022 / In Production

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Fantasy, Adventure, Action

Welcome to an amazing adventure with three different senses!
This entertaining and educational animation will introduce three different senses through a game 
we all know, hide-and-seek. Mr. Sunglass can be whatever and appear whenever, wherever. He 
gives a quiz about the specific object in each episode. Three baby animals have to guess what that 
is with their special talents. Eaya, the pink bunny, can hear well. Coco, a foodie puppy, is good at 
smelling. And for the last, we have our shy eaglet, Looka with a great sight!
Enjoy your journey with Mr. Sunglass and baby animals! It will take you to explore unexpected 
places and amazing objects every time.

Seven mermaid princesses are going to the school on land!
The mermaid princess Purple sneaks out of the sea and goes up to land, which leads her in danger of 
being captured by humans with her mermaid tail. As Purple asks for help, the sleeping Bubble Gem’s 
guardian fairy wakes up and uses the magic power to change Purple’s tail to legs. This incident makes 
Bubble Gems, which has stored all the magical power of the sea, crushed into pieces and scattered 
on land. White Gold, the queen of the sea, orders the seven mermaid princesses to go to the school 
on land and collect scattered Bubble Gems. Meanwhile, deep under the sea, an evil witch Black Dia is 
making a plan to send monsters to the school and steal the Bubble Gems from the princesses.
Will the seven princesses adapt themselves to the school life and protect Bubble Gems from the 
monsters? The rainbow-colored adventure of the seven princesses is about to begin! 
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Since 2014, Cocktail Media has accumulated its reputation in both global and domestic 
markets by producing CJ ENM's Smash-hit animated series <The Haunted House>. 
 Cocktail Media launched its original animation series <Bugsbot Ignition>, which achieved 
great performances like the best rank in view-rating rank and the 2nd rank in Korean toy 
sales in 2019. 
Meanwhile, Cocktail Media has structured a hybrid production pipeline that combines 
2D and 3D technology with game engines. <Bugsbot G> is the 1st TV series animation 
produced with Unity in Korea.
Now, Cocktail Media is producing a globally hit webtoon <True Beauty>'s animation and 
global IPs' webtoon adaptations. 

Seeking : Co-producers, Broadcasters, Streaming platforms, Distributors

Cocktail Media Corp.
Website. www.cocktailmedia.co.kr

Add. 28-11, Wausan-ro 21-gil, Mapogu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 0397 / Fax. +82 (0)70 7500 0402

E-mail. cocktailmedia@cocktailmedia.co.kr 

Bugsbot Ignition
Production Year  2019 / Completed

Eps × Min  26 × 22

Genre  Action, Fantasy

"Be a buddy with Bugsbot and save the forest!"
One day, an unknown virus spreads in the forest. The Rhino Beetles, which seek to heal the forest, 
and the Stag Beetles, which desire to burn the forest to ashes, clash in a war. To win the war, the 
Beetles make Bugs-Buddy contracts with humans. 
They battle in Bugsbot duels with their buddies by using coins from the crystallized "Echora", the 
forest's energy.

Project Showreel
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Galaxy X
Production Year  2023 / In Development

Eps × Min  26 × 25

Genre  Mystery, Action, Sci-fi
BugsbotG

Production Year  2020 / Completed

Eps × Min  15 × 4

Genre  Action, Fantasy

Reveal the truth of the mysterious phenomena hidden around us!
A long time ago, Nemesis, a cosmic creature absorbing the countless lives in the universe, was 
sealed under the "Death Star" by the Space Alliance.  
Passed tens of thousands of years, many lives have been born above the Death Star due to 
Nemesis' energy - star seed. Death Star got a new name - Union - and became a vibrant planet. 
However, dark creatures have also been born simultaneously by Nemesis' evil powers and 
threaten Union's lives. 
 Against the darkness, the Space Alliance made a 'Galaxy X' team. The story is about how 'Galaxy 
X' reveals the truth of mysteries and fights against evil creatures

A hit animation <Bugsbot Ignition>'s spin-off animation
Humans facing the apocalypse invent a launcher with an insect world's energy to survive 
themselves. And they start to train Bugsbot masters using this launcher in the special academy 
'Grand Bugschool'. The story begins when a protagonist, Siwoo, dives into a tournament to enroll 
in Grand Bugschool.
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Devsisters is the proud creator of the Cookie Run universe of games where all players can 
join together in the power of play, pursue new adventures, and feel part of the community.
Over the last 12 years, with over 150 million game downloads worldwide, Devsisters' 
games and Cookie characters have become well-known and loved by players with a 
dedicated community that continues to grow, year over year.
Devsisters is an internationally operating game developer headquartered in Seoul, South 
Korea, with offices in Japan, Taiwan, and San Mateo, California. Devsisters Corp. is traded 
on the Korean Stock Exchange.
With the global success of Cookie Run games, we are aiming to expand Cookie Run IP 
worldwide. 

Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT Streamer, Co-production, etc.

Devsisters Corp.
Website. www.devsisters.com/en

Add. 327, Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2148 0750 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2148 0584 / E-mail. hyeyeon.kim@devsisters.com 

Cookie Run : 
The Animated Series (WT)

Production Year  2023 / In Production

Eps × Min   Season 1 : 13 × 22 

Season 2 : 13 × 22 

Genre  Comedy

Keep Crispy, Be Brave!
Let’s Immerse Into the Sweet-overdose Lives of Lovable Cookies

Somewhere in this world, there is a tiny kingdom established by ‘Cookies’. 
Although it might seem very small and insignificant to you, if you look closely into their lives, you 
can find them living their lives to the fullest with laughter and tears...and some troubles of course!
‘Ginger Brave’ who longs for freedom and adventure,
‘Wizard Cookie’ who is cynical but is filled with passion for knowledge,
And ‘Strawberry Cookie’ who is timid but warm-hearted! 
Let’s unveil the real lives of our lovable Cookie friends and their secret place! 

Project Showreel
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Dream Factory Studio is one of the best CGI animation & creative content studio in Korea. 
Under the vision of “Let’s make the world DREAM” Dream Factory Studio was established 
in 2014.
CEO Hee Dong Kim is well-known 1st generation member of Korean CGI industry.
He has accumulated his expertise and experiences throughout global network, planning, 
directing and management. Also, those expert members in content media field were 
gathered up as a team with the same goal, therefore now we Dream Factory Studio 
became one of the outstanding CGI company in Korea. 
Dream Factory Studio’s first IP “Zelly Go”series animation has successfully launched in 
Korea and abroad. We are keep developing it’s IP and also creating NEW IPs to make our 
audience get inspired by our projects.  

Seeking : Investment, Co-Production, Distributors, Channel Owners, OTT, Licensing, etc

Dream Factory Studio
Website. www.dreamfactorystudio.co.kr

Add. 2F/3F, Sewha Building Samsung-ro 524, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6203 1843 / E-mail. kunyhong@dreamfactorystudio.co.kr 

Pong Pong Dino
Production Year  2021 / Completed

Eps × Min  52 × 7

Genre  Edutainment

Here 5 kids living in a fantastical gigantic food world, is about to start a venture. 
Where veggies, fruits, breads, snacks, jellies and chocolates appear magically with exaggerated 
proportions. Making kids instinctively not only bite and rip, but also to roll over and bounce on it to 
just have fun. Swimming in enormous size of water-melon, bouncing up and down the mushroom 
trampoline using juicy lemons as water-guns, jump roping with stretchy cheese. 
Dinosaur kids “Pong Pong Dino” explore foods in their own way using five sences and creative 
mindsets. Learning and growing through out the fun-fun play time. 
Without even knowing or intending it, kids get to learn moral lessons and build up wisdoms and 
strength during the play. And by that, “Pong Pong Dino”kids grow by all means mentally and 
physically. 

Project Showreel
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Jack & Wild Bunny
Production Year  2023 / In Development

Eps × Min  52 × 7

Genre  Slapstick Comedy
Cabeon

Production Year  2023 / In Production

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Comic Action

In the zombie-infested apocalypse era, Jack and Bunny are wandering in an old camping car to find 
out a remedy. Lexi, a rabbit in a half-zombie stage, is also riding in the car, so they need to find a 
remedy before Lexi turns into a complete zombie. 
In the situation of lack of food and fuel, they have to keep driving with no place to sleep, but they 
have to face those zombies that suddenly jump out and attack them.
However, Jack, who is a genius yet stupid and sloppy, and Bunny, who is more action-oriented than 
expected, only make the situation more and more twisted and fall into their own tricks every time. 
Can they survive and find a remedy while fending off the fearsome zombie attacks?

Long ago, countless fragments of light fell to Earth. “CABEON” the card monster, a creature with 
superpowers combined with various animals and plants appears. When people see “CABEON” for 
the first, they felt surprise and fear. However, people get to know that “CABEON” is an animal-like 
monster that does not distinguish between good and evil. 
Since then, people get to live naturally with those “CABEON”
As the “Black Mask Team” appear to conquer the world with Dark Evil Monster that has turned 
out dark from innocent card monsters. But evil begets heroes, those Card masters who can 
communicate with and control Card Monsters appear and fight against Black Mask Team. 
Journey to be coming the best CARD MASTER!
Would WOOJU & KURI be the best Card Masters to save the world?
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"We [play] to move children's dreams" is our business motto, Moggozi aims to produce, and 
distribute kids' IPs as comprehensive entertainment. Moggozi demonstrates competitive 
and strategic content planning with the help of highly qualified experts in the production 
management team. We strive to provide a flexible organizational culture to become 
pioneers in creating various types of content business models. 

Seeking : Distributor, Co-Production Company, IP Owner

Moggozi Co., Ltd.
Website. www.moggozi.com

Add. (08390) 1205-ho, 288, Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 862 5020 / Fax. +82 (0)2 863 5020 / E-mail. contact@moggozi.com 

Little Dreamer GGUDA
Production Year  2021(S1), 2022(S2) / Completed

Eps × Min  26 × 7(S1) / 26 × 11(S2) 

Genre  Fantasy, Adventure

"What can we turn into?"
"What do you want to be?"
This series follows the kids in their point of view, their naive view, their creative view, and their 
warm-hearted view.
“Let’s see how their daily routine becomes a playground for the imagination.” 
This is a story about 5 kids who enjoy everyday life as they want to be on a tiny beautiful island. 
They can turn into a captain of a spaceship, an idol of a singer and dancer, a detective of nature, 
a doctor curing all sicknesses, and a sports hero. In their whimsical imaginative world, they can be 
whatever they want to be to solve the problem.Project Showreel
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Battel Top
Production Year  2022 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Action, Fantasy

The goblin who loves to sing, the nine-tailed fox who longs to become human, the snail bride who 
cooks delicious food then disappears, the faceless ghost who does not have eyes, a nose or a 
mouth...
These are the monsters that we grew up reading about in fairytales.
What if these monsters actually lived among humans in the real world? 
What if long, long ago, hunters had forever sealed these monsters from causing havoc, and all that 
was left of them were books?
Time passed and they were forgotten, until now... when the mistake of one child broke the seal and 
created 'a world running rampant with monsters.'
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Neon Creation, Inc. is an entertainment company providing full animation services to TV 
animation client studios around the world and developing its own IP’s for animation and films. 
Neon Creation is a fully equipped traditional 2D, 3D CGI, Flash animation, Toomboom Harmony 
facility. Neon Creation has been working for Warner Bros Animation, BentoBox Ent./Fox, 
Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network Int., Moonscoop/ Splash Entertainment in USA , Xilam in France 
and worked with Millimages in UK/France among others. Neon Creation is currently developing 
its own projects, co-producing with domestic/international partners such as Toonz Media 
Group (Singapore/India), Telegael (Ireland), Imia Entertainment (Spain), Cengkerik (Malaysia) 
and doing service work for domestic projects spanning pre-production to post-production and 
for overseas projects as well. Neon Creation is also acting as an agency for domestic and 
international projects for co-production distributing worldwide and buying projects as well.

Seeking : Broadcasters, Co-production/co-financing parters, Licensing partners. 

Neon Creation, Inc.
Website. www.neoncreation.com

Add. Suite#401, Gwangju CGI Center, 60 Songam-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju City 61740, S. Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6010 0111 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6010 0122 / E-mail. neon@neoncreation.com

2 Eyes Monster
Production Year  In Development

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Comedy

2-Eyes Monster is a combination of crazy characters and offbeat humor, revolving around the 
misadventures of an average guy who unexpectedly switches between sing-songy positivism and 
gut-wrenching negativity... All leading to monstrous laughs.
There is something bizarre about each and every citizen of Monsterville. However, the most 
physically challenged of the bunch is a round-bellied chap named 2-EYES – a likeable dude with, 
well, two eyes. The blue eye gives him an overly-trusting, sunshine-&-lollipops outlook on life, while 
the red eye turns him into a furious, frustrated grouch. His flip-flop mood swings happen anytime 
and anywhere! 

Project Showreel
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DeeDee 
the Little Sorceress

Production Year   Season 1: 2021 / Completed 

Season 2: In Development

Eps × Min  52 × 11(S1), 52 × 11(S2)

Genre  Edutainment

DeeDee the Little Sorceress is the story of a cheerful young girl, full of curiosity who, ever since she 
found a book of magic spells, constantly tests out new spells and potions. A friend has a worry? 
There must be something to help fix it! A day that seems a bit too grey? Chabada Didibidi and the 
sun is shining... or not. For Deedee is still learning to be a sorceress, and she has a long way to go! 
The results of her spells can be extremely surprising for everyone involved.
Luckily Deedee and her friends are very close, and together they always manage to resolve these 
sometimes ridiculous situations that Deedee has put them in.
Deedee is an enchanting, funny series full of magic and surprise that talks about community life and 
the importance of having friends, as well as tolerance and solidarity.
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Pixtrend Inc. was established for the overall business consulting and marketing procedures 
within the planning and distributing of various content, and uses its content business 
know-how accumulated over several years to specialize in the planning, producing, co-
producing, investment-procuring of animations, additionally to domestic and overseas 
distributing tasks. 
It intends to cover the range of the production, distribution and investment of worldwide 
content, as well as lead the way in the globalization of Korea’s cultural content. 

Seeking : TV/OTT/IPTV, Coproduction...

Pixtrend Inc.
Website. www.pixtrend.com

Add.  #1108-2, ENC Dream Tower 7th, Digital-ro 9 Gil, 46, Geumcheon-Gu, 08512,  
Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 565 4428 / Fax. +82 (0)2 565 4429 / E-mail. pixtrend@pixtrend.com  

Chubi’s Adventure 
Production Year  2023 / In Production  

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Comic Sitcom

One winter day, alley cat “Chubi” was trying to rescue Minsong and Jiwan from a snowman. Since 
that day, “Chubi” becomes to live together in their home. Now, “Chubi” is determined to take care 
of humans who were born without hair and live in a tough world.  “Chubi” has just begun his new 
life! To solve the problems of humans that he has to take care of as well we the problems of his old 
friends including Blackie, Brainy, Gugu, Waddles and Crow, he goes on a mission 

Project Showreel
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Super Zack
Production Year  2018 / Completed

Eps × Min  52 × 10

Genre  Comic Action
Virtual Guardians

Production Year  2019 / Completed

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Action Adventure

There are three bears in a house. Papa Bear, Mama Bear and Baby bear. Papa Bear is large and 
earnest. Mama bear is slim and kind. And Zack the baby bear is very cute. The three bears live 
together in a lovely house. The family seems ordinary but they are actually a superhero family with 
a special mission!  
When trouble strikes the peaceful ‘Storia town’, Power Zak goes into action! Much on Mom’s ‘Super 
Yum-Yum’ dishes and power up!! Our Little Superhero Zak wields his Super Yum-Yum power again 
today to keep the peace in Storia!

Year 2032, not so long ahead. humans were able to enjoy a variety of services conveniently within 
the VR system called the Vavel City in various fields, including education, game and business. One 
peaceful day, however, a fatal error occurs in AI, a critical part of the Vavel system, and it came to 
identify itself with horrifying artificial intelligence full of greed and emotion. After that, Al calls itself 
God reigning over mankind, dominates the Vavel system and eventually attempts to expand its 
reach to the reality of mankind! 
In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the Vavel system, selected five genius boys and girls, 
and a clever puppy as the so-called <Guardians>to defend mankind against the threat of the AI. 
Will they able to win the virtual battle with the AI?
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ROI VISUAL is an animation studio based in Seoul, South Korea, and has produced pre-
school and kids animations since our foundation in 1999, we have grown into a global 
entertainment company by introducing our excellent original content such as Woobi Boy, 
Chiro, Inner Ranger, and Robocar POLI. ROI VISUAL will continue to create good content 
so that children can dream of a better world. 

Seeking :  Broadcasters, OTT partners, Media Distributors, Toy Distributors,  
and Licensing Partners

ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd.
Website. www.roivisual.com

Add. Yangjin Plaza 2F~6F, 5 Hakdong-Ro 30-Gil, Gangnam, Seoul, 06104, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4640 5409 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3445 2193 / E-mail. global@roivisual.com 

Robocar POLI Special Movie
Production Year  2023 / In Production

Eps × Min  1 × 60

Genre  Edutainment

Robocar POLI Special Movie will unveil at Cinemas in 2023. The special movie will consist five new 
episodes featuring three new super transforming robot characters and new desert background.

Project Showreel
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Doremi Friends
Production Year  2023 / In Production

Eps × Min  To Be Discussed

Genre  Music edutainment
Robocar POLI Season 5 

Production Year  2022 / Completed

Eps × Min  16 × 11

Genre  Edutainment

Melody Island, a fantastic island somewhere in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
Remi, Dodo, Fa, Sol, and Lati are singing and dancing as they go around on Melody Island just 
like any other day.
They study with Gloria at school and Bolt teaches gymnastics.
The Doremi friends, watch stars and dream together at Dr. Tori’s observatory on Melody Hill.
There are friends yet to meet and towns yet to go in the unknown areas of Melody Island.

New friends visit to Brooms town!
Who is the drone losing his memory in the storm and landing on the beach?
Tintin, a heavy vehicle who wears glasses and has large pincer fingers.
Wonder, a storyteller who pulls a nice cart and performs.
Grandma Daisy, a kind and skillful gardener who moved to Wind Hill.
Daisy's adorable twin granddaughters, Rose and Marie!
Desert Car Rescue Team, Sandy, Kitten, and Droney!
With Brooms Town's villagers and new friends, various commotions come to you.
Robocar Poli season 5 is back with more fun stories!
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SIDE9 Inc. is the most competitive and leading professional Digital CGI Studio creates 
brand new 2D/2.5D/3D animated series and films with an unprecedented ingenuity filled 
with brilliant ideas and imagination. With unrivaled state-of-the-art 3D Cartoon Rendering 
Technology expertise in-house based in Korea, we're providing diverse services and high-
end visuals. This passion resulted in the top-notch animations and CGI contents with local 
and international clientele from the wide range of industries.

Seeking : Distributor, Licensee, Co-production, Investor

SIDE9 Inc.
Website. www.side9.net

Add. 701, Acehighend tower7 67, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8680 7172 / E-mail. joykim@side9.net 

CODENAME X
Production Year  2022 / Completed

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Action Comedy / Spy Fantasy

In 2022, Blue a curious and passionate 11-year-old skating boy, finds his mom's hidden notebook 
shows that she was a secret agent 'Violet'. In a moment of surprise, Blue‘s sucked into the notebook 
by a mysterious power of it, and time-slipped 30 years into the past. In 1992, Blue encounters his 
11-year-old mom Violet and unintentionally becomes involved in her spy operation. She drags him 
into the world of espionage by making him as the newest agent of the World Intelligence Service 
known as M.S.G. Blue endures extensive training to team up with Violet, so together they complete 
seemingly impossible missions! ‘Burning Man’ the terrifying terrorist corps, ‘Chairman Magarin’ the 
brutal businessman monopolizes the world's information and ‘Cosmo’ the dark group hidden at the 
end of all. Schemes are slowly revealed as Blue overcomes each crisis.Project Showreel
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Wise on media is a music education content production company that creates a completely 
new music theory education culture by creating and utilizing various and lively content 
so that many people can easily and fun theoretical education about music. Starting with 
the world's first music education animation 'Godoongdoong Symphony', it is designed to 
approach everyone in a friendly way. Starting with this Godoongdoong Symphony, we will 
continue to create more interesting music education content. 

Seeking : Distribution, Publisher, Co-production

Wise on media
Website. www.wiseonmedia.com

Add. 5F, 165, Gasan digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3445 3113 / Fax. +82 (0)2 852 0772 / E-mail. master@wiseonm.com 

Godoongdoong Symphony
Production Year  2023 / Pre-Production

Eps × Min  30 × 7

Genre  Music Adventure

The world made of music. The place that makes music for the real world we live in.
It’s the Godoongdoong World, flowing with magical music.
Everything that form the world of ‘Godoongdoong’ like notes and rest are all living characters.
Godoongdoong world is connected with us by music.  
One day, the peaceful Godoongdoong world suddenly starts losing light and the beautiful music in 
the real world becomes noise.
Godoongdoong world is losing light because of the sudden attack from the melody monsters, who 
have destroyed the stave bridges.
‘Godoongdoong and notes crew’ work together to defeat the melody monsters and restore the 
stave bridges. 
Then they realize the strong power of the magical music ‘Godoongdoong Symphony’.

Project Showreel
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Since its foundation in 1980, Young Toyshas been the leading South Korean toy manufacturer 
with proprietary animatedIPs. Its flagship properties TOBOT, Kongsuni,Secret Jouju, and 
Super 10 are expanding its presence in the global market,adding to its creative and innovative 
product lines through continuous researchand development. 
Its flagship boys' action property, TOBOT,has a presence in 100+ countries across the globe, 
and on the back of more than4,700 mins of produced content, Young Toys has sold more than 
17 Million TOBOTtoys up to date. 
Super10, the first Young Toys robotboys-action brand specially targeted for the global market, 
will make itsworldwide debut in 2 seasons of 3D animation and toys. 
Young Toys will continue to actively engagein global business, and strive to develop richer and 
more enjoyable toys forthe children all over the world. 

Seeking : Co-producer, Producer, Licensee, Agent, Distributor

YOUNG TOYS Inc.
Website. http://www.youngtoys.com

Add. 04410 8F, Gomwas B/D, Hannam-daero 11-gil 12, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3484 0777 / Fax. +82 (0)2 554 6715 / E-mail. HA5200@youngtoys.com 

TOBOT Galaxy Detectives 
Production Year  2022 / Completed

Eps × Min  152 × 11

Genre  TV Animation (Boys Action / Adventure)

Young detective Tyler King tackles all kinds of mysteries with his friends, the Galaxy Detectives. 
Whether it’s finding a little girl’s lost balloon, or tracking down his neighbor Mrs. James’ missing TV 
remote - every case is a serious mystery. When Tyler discovers a mysterious device later revealed 
to be Galaxy Weapon One, he accidentally awakens the TOBOTS: powerful galactic warriors who 
take the form of Tyler’s RC car collection. Together, Tyler and the Tobots team up and fight crime 
around his home, Nav City. Meanwhile, the villainous Team Mayhem hunt the remaining Galaxy 
Weapons for their leader, an evil genius named Doctor X, intending to use their power to take over 
the city. Tyler and his new friends fight to keep the villains at bay, while they search for clues to 
recover the Tobots’ missing memories. But the space tyrant Pulsar the Conqueror wants to invade 
Earth, plotting to recover all six Galaxy Weapons and use their power to rule the cosmos.

Project Showreel
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NEW TOBOT
Production Year  2023 / In Progress

Eps × Min  24 × 11

Genre  TV Animation (Boys Action / Adventure)
Kongsuni

Production Year  2022 / Completed

Eps × Min  104 × 7, 34 × 11

Genre  TV Animation (Preschool / Family / Comedy)

Our beloved friend, Tobot is back!
The globally beloved original Tobot X, Y, and Z are finally back!
Enjoy the new, humorous daily-life story with Powerfully Full-Charged Tobot X,Y, and Z along with 
their pilots - Ryan, Kory, and Dylan!
Watch how our friends, New Tobots cooperate to protect Daedo City from new villains!

For five year-old Kongsuni life is one big, beautiful adventure. Whether it's at home, in school or 
on the playground, everyday experiences have a way of becoming exceptional when this little girl 
is around! One minute she’s flying an airplane through the clouds. Next, she’s a top chef working 
on a culinary masterpiece. Then, a superhero swooping in to save the day. There's never a dull 
moment in Kongsuni's world! The secret? Her best friend: a magical talking owl named Seyo. Any 
awesome scenario that Kongsuni dreams up, Seyo can make into reality with his special powers. 
Growing up isn’t always easy, but with Kongsuni and her friends it's sure to be exciting. Together 
they explore, learn about nature, and go on wild journeys! Plus Seyo is always nearby, ready to 
help navigate all the challenges that childhood throws their way. Kongsuni’s imagination has no 
limits, and neither does the fun she's going to have!
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